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By Eugene F. Mallove, Sc.D.

Outrageous—Squared!
We have a lot to deal with as
1996 slides into 1997. Letʼs
see: we have a small company
based in Texas and Florida
(CETI) selling (actually leasing)
a table-top, very safe, nuclear
reactor for do-it-yourself transmutation experiments. Got
$3,750 left over from holiday
shopping? Itʼs yours for a year.
This used to be called alchemy. Has it really risen from the
graveyard of scientific history?
It has, and with a vengeance!
Look at this monthʼs Experimenterʼs Corner (p.55). It
starts right out with two
abstracts from a Fusion
Technology of two years ago:
two scientific groups reporting
the production of iron from carbon-arc discharge under water.
If it was not Fe contamination
from the water or air or the
ultra-pure starting carbon,
where did this iron come from?
Can iron be made from carbon,
oxygen, and maybe a dab of
hydrogen? Sure looks that way.
Well, try it yourself—this time
in air, with no water. Folks in
Japan and Boston, Massachusetts say that you can pull the
iron right out of the brew with a
magnet from the hardware
store. If you donʼt have $3,750,
itʼs the next best thing—maybe
better.
Iron from air and terrestrial
lifeʼs favorite element, carbon,
eh? Maybe thatʼs why we take
seriously Dr. Vysotskiiʼs paper
on a confirmed biological transmutation—Mn55 to the relatively
rare (in nature) Fe57 . His group
did its work with bacteria. Hey, if
bacteria can really do this
trick—and the group checked
isotopic production with Mossbauer spectroscopy—then you
can bet your mitochondria that

energy (thermal plus chemical)
radically exceeds the input
energy (chemical energy in carbon plus electrical energy).
Howʼs them potatoes, or
apples? In fact, you could use
rotten apples or rotten potatoes
—biomass—to make this gas!
Run your car on apple-juice,
eh? Damned right you may be!
Weʼll have to contain our glee
just a little bit longer, but we
really do cherish the thought of
telling Saddam Hussein—and
Texaco, Mobile, and Exxon—
where to put it, once we start
using water and garbage to run
our cars!
Well, Paul Pantone of Price
Utah (a brief mention of him in
IE#7, pp.15-16) is really doing it!
He has just started to sell 10
horsepower demonstration units
that have an ultra-pure exhaust
and get claimed increased energy output from mixtures of gasoline or diesel fuel with anything
from water, to pickle juice, to
battery acid, to something we all
carry aboard...
We just bought one and are
getting a loaned dynamometer
to check it out. Since weʼre now
confirmed “alchemists,” what
we really want to see is where
all that carbon in the fuel is
going. Why is the exhaust so
clean?
This GEET development is
something to watch. Paul now
has his own newsletter and is
gaining commercial support
daily, he says.. Write to him at
P.O. Box 439, Price, Utah
84501, if you are curious.
Well, maybe we wonʼt use
garbage or pickle juice to run
our cars. Maybe weʼll just buy a
Galtech motor/generator for our
new generation of electric vehicles. You know, the super-mod-

lots of living systems are doing
it all the time. Surprised that
weʼve gotten so outrageous?
Wait, it gets better!
Off in Yellow Springs, Ohio,
John Schnurer seems to have
confirmed the “gravity-shield”
effect in high-temperature
superconductors. We donʼt
have and article about this in
this issue, but in Infinite Energy
#9, we reported the development, which apparently started
in Finland and now has NASA
struggling to keep up. Yes,
NASA is going to try it with a
larger HTSC disc. Meanwhile,
Schnurer has already filed a
patent application for this effect,
which, if real, is already in the
several percent weight reduction range.
Do we know enough about
gravity to say this canʼt be
done? I think not. Weʼll have
more to tell you about this as
soon as the inventor can
release details. Heʼs hell-bent
to sell demonstration kits. Buy
one to go with your table-top
nuclear reactor.
Had enough “miracles,” maybe
one or two too many, you say?
Well, hold on. It looks as though
Bill Richardson's AquaFuel
(introduced in IE #9) and the
similar or identical gas made differently by another group (DW
Energy Research, LLC) is suspiciously over-unity in its energetics! Calorimetry done by DW,
comparing the volumetric heating value of propane to
“COH2”—as DW calls it—they
find that the output chemical
energy substantially exceeds
the input electrical energy.
Even more amazing: take into
account the arc-heating of the
water in the synthesis gas generation unit, and the total output
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els that will have maybe just one
battery that never needs recharging. Galtech, a little semiconductor materials company in
Mesa, Arizona thinks it can put
one of these in a dune-buggy
early in 1997. We hope it goes
much further than the Takahashi
scooter, which disappointed us
all: it didnʼt work any better than
an ordinary scooter when
Magnetic Power, Inc. tested it.
Something about a bad diode
connection—or maybe it was all
nonsense to begin with. But why
are serious people all over the
place working so furiously on
this magnetic motor idea if they
have never seen even a tad of
legitimate “over-unity.” Theory
says these motors can work
without violating energy conservation—see Tom Beardenʼs
explanation in IE #5&6, or read
Dr. Harold Aspdenʼs rationale in
this issue (p. 50).
Oh, we canʼt forget fuddyduddy old “conservative” cold
fusion. Itʼs alive, but moving all
too slowly toward large heating
systems. There are, however,
some excellent new technologies that came out of ICCF6,
despite Jedʼs disappointment
with the scientific hierarchy
there. Evan Ragland has a
wonderful triode configuration
cell, which should be selling
Continued on page 30
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Japanese Translation of Jed Rothwellʼs
Open Letter to the NHE (Translation by Jed Rothwell)
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Editorial—Continued from 3
very shortly on the new energy demo market. He even suggests that he can make a
scaled-up 2-kilowatt reactor in the near
term. Francesco Celani and his group in
Italy has pioneered electromigration effects,
which show fantastic promise for highpower generation by simple means.
Of course, all of this is simply too outrageous to be happening, right? No, itʼs outrageous-squared and it is happening!
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